Graduate Council Agenda Meeting
Wednesday, October 5, 2022
EHFA 164 or via Zoom 11:30 am

I. Call to Order
   A. Approval of the meeting minutes September 7, 2022

II. Consent Agenda: Page 2

III. Old Business:
   1) GA payment/stipend concerns -- HR rep
   2) Revisit Graduate Council composition and chair position – Assoc. Dean Fondren

IV. Chair Report:
   1. N/A

V. New Business:
   C. Proposal for a new graduate course

College of Science

1. ID #824 CMWS 663 – GeoForum
   https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODI0/
1. New Business

   A. Form A: Proposal(s) for Revision to Graduate Courses

      College of Education and Social Sciences

         Graduate and Specialty Studies
         1. ID #808  SOC 599 - Independent Study
            https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODA4/

      College of Science

         Marine Science
         1. ID #875 CMWS 613 – Environmental Law and Policy
            https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODc1/
         2. ID #876 CMWS 623 – Corporate Environmental Sustainability
            https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODc2/
         3. ID #878 CMWS 616 – Water Quality Testing for Coastal Marine Scientists
            https://www.coastal.edu/app/academic/affairs/overviewform/ODc4/